BREWERY
CONSORTIUM COIN

BEER COIN
THE FUTURE OF BEER

What is BEER?

A

revolutionary new method of using a new
cryptocurrency to crowdfund craft breweries with the
option of owning a share of the funded business!

BEER IS CONVERTIBLE TO TANGIBLE ASSETS!
As the Brewery Consortium value increases, BEER value increases.
- BEER can be converted to other crypto or FIAT currencies.
- BEER can be converted to shares in a company owning an existing craft brewery + share of Brewery Consortium partners + balance BEER & FIAT currency (LINKED VALUE).
- BEER will fund the expansion of Brewery Consortium partners.
- BEER will be released (mined) as prizes on Brewery Consortium sales.
Craft beer consumption will increase Brewery Consortium value and linked BEER.
BEER value is consumer driven…YOU…so, invest in yourself!
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Vision

Develop BEER as a cryptocurrency
linked to the value of tangible assets
and consumer product sales in new and
growing markets.

Facts
Issuer: Beautiful Bubble Lda
Type: Ethereum ERC20 Token classified as BEER Brewery
Consortium Coin
Face value: 1 BEER = $0.05
Issued volume: 800m BEER
Target ICO sales volume: 400m BEER
Soft cap: 50m BEER
Hard Cap: 500m BEER

Beer distribution

Value drivers

Retained BEER Coin will be released as prizes to
stimulate BEER value growth and trade.

Convertible to tangible assets - Twice yearly BEER can be
exchanged for shares in Beautiful Bubble Lda subject to
conditions outlined in the Whitepaper.

B EER

Sold at ICO (62.5%)

Rapidly expanding – expand existing breweries in growing

Bonus (12%)

markets and adding Brewery Consortium partners and

Team, Partners, Advisors (13%)

brewpubs will increase LINKED VALUE and circulation of BEER.

Retention (12,5%)
BEER prizes - prizes on sales by Brewery Consortium
partners (i.e. release of BEER at value to not dilute) will
increase sales & profitability of partners and circulation and
Expand existing brewery &
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trade of BEER.

distribution throughout Europe (40%)
Invest in Brewery Consortium
partners (15%)

Compliant – BEER ICO has been registered with the various
authorities and is offered under full Anti Money Laundering

Invest in Brewpubs (10%)

procedures with limits to non-accredited investors. BEER

Invest in brewery premises (5%)

will be developed as a respected crypto currency.

Other financial commitments (5%)
Shareholders (10%)

Liquidity – BEER will be tradable on the most reliable

Operational costs (5%)

Exchanges for all leading crypto and FIAT currencies.

Retention (10%)
Invest in yourself – the LINKED VALUE of BEER is driven by
consumers…YOU.

Disclaimer
The content on this Factsheet was created by BEAUTIFUL BUBBLE LDA and serves as a very high-level information about
the Brewery Consortium (BEER) Coin project in an aggregated and summarized form. BEAUTIFUL BUBBLE LDA has made
reasonable effort to ensure that the facts presented therein are accurate. Neither BEAUTIFUL BUBBLE LDA nor any of its
affiliates, executives, board members or employees make any representations or accept any warranty as to the accuracy or
completeness of the information presented in this fact-sheet. BREWERY CONSORTIUM (BEER) COIN is a novel and complex
financial instrument applying technology which is not fully tested and markets for Trading, if available at all, being very
immature. An Investment in BEER is suitable only for experienced and financially sophisticated investors who are in a position
accurately to evaluate the risks associated with such investment. In any case, potential investors are advised to consult their
financial adviser, lawyer or bank in advance. This Factsheet does not constitute an offer, solicitation to buy or subscribe to or
invest in securities or financial instruments, either in Portugal or in any other jurisdictions. This fact-sheet does not constitute
an offering prospectus in any regard. It is strongly recommended to further read the Whitepaper plus both, the Business
Plan and the subscription agreement which both together are the legally binding documents for any subscription, acquisition
and holding of BREWERY CONSORTIUM (BEER) COIN. Potential investors are reminded that the subscription of BREWERY
CONSORTIUM (BEER) COIN is subject to restrictions imposed by laws of different countries.

CON TACT
W W W. B R E W E R Y C O N S O R T I U M . C O M
enquiry@breweryconsortium.com

